
Supplementary material: The oculomotor signature of expected surprise

Pupillary response during cue period depends on the visual intensity of the cue.

To account for the possible differences in pupillary responses during cue interval, that could be caused by the number of
visually intense (bright) cue boxes, we introduced two different versions of the task. For half of the participants important
boxes encoding possible target locations were bright, for the other half - dark.

Observation of pupil size as a function of time of the foreperiod (Fig. S1A) suggests that the observed response pattern was
not affected by the task version, dark (left panel) or bright (right panel). However, for the cue interval (Fig. S1B) observed
pupil dynamics is differentiated by the task version and presents opposite trends. For the dark cue version (left panel) pupil
dilates most in response for the maximal uncertainty (darkest cue image as all four cue boxes are encoded as dark), and is the
smallest in absolute certainty condition (when the image contains only one dark box and three bright ones). In the bright cue
version (right panel) pupil dilates most in response for the absolute certainty (darkest cue image only one cue box is encoded as
bright), and is the smallest in maximal uncertainty condition (when all the cue boxes are marked as bright and the image is the
brightest).

In order to determine if pupillary response in different uncertainty conditions (SU) could reflect the number of visually intense
elements, cluster-based permutation analysis was performed on that interval for every pair of surprise conditions and in two task
versions, separately. The difference between surprise conditions was detected for all three pairs of uncertainty context in the
dark cue version, for the SU1 and SU0.5 pair (tmass = 29.57, pmass = .0002, interval 500-1000 ms), SU1 and SU0.33 pair (tmass =
132.24, pmass = .0002, interval 400-1700 ms) and SU1 and SU0.25 pair (tmass = 323.60, pmass = .0002, interval 400-2000 ms).
For the bright cue version only the pair of extreme conditions (SU1 and SU0.25) presented a significantly different interval of
pupillary response (tmass = 210.51, pmass = .0002, interval 400-1600 ms). We therefore conclude that the shape of the pupillary
response during the cue interval was strongly driven by the brightness of the presented cue. This effect however, did not transfer
to the foreperiod interval (Fig. S1B).
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Figure S1. A Time course of pupil size change in the dark (left panel) and bright (right panel) cue trials, with the FP onset at
time zero on the X-axis. Colored lines indicate baseline corrected mean pupil size change in different SU contexts. B Time
course of pupil size change in the dark (left panel) and bright (right panel) cue trials, with the cue onset at time zero on the
X-axis. Colored lines indicate baseline corrected mean pupil size change in different SU contexts. Horizontal grey lines indicate
clusters of difference between conditions, together with asterisks for the CBPT significance (∗ p 6 .05, ∗∗ p 6 .01, ∗∗∗ p 6
.001).
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